
 
Moderator: So we’ve got about, you know, six to eight minutes or so to get through every 
table... 
 

Table 3 
Table2_P1: So, our aspiration... So, in the vision space – our vision was a brave city 
embracing difference to make a difference. So that's all about that, now, as far as spawning 
ways to make that greater difference. 
 
So principles, in that [it] was easy, accessible, available, keeping it real, obviously... 
Unpacking that a bit more. And about community – primarily about community. Whether 
that's business, community groups, whoever. Just building that sense of community as a 
city. 
 
So, I mean, the strategy, We did do the sketch... So, the centre of the sketch – we needed 
something [like] a bit of a flagship that we can hang our hat on. So we had an innovation 
hub and we also call that, like, [the] core. And then, actually, we had a lot of things 
happening around that were driving to that core. So we have [an] outreach innovation 
truck or bus, which we thought may need beer and coffee, particularly for the older 
demographics, and it's about generating conversation, going to where people are and 
having a bit of activation there. There need to be other events as well. So about education, 
bringing people together around various topics. So do think about TEDx talks, even music 
and things like that. Again, bringing the community together. 
 
Also a digital environment for collaboration. So actually having the opportunity to ask 
questions for ideas. Also activations in current infrastructure, so to libraries sports facilities 
et cetera. 
 
And it could be something as simple as wheeling a piano, a bit of grass and some pillows 
into a space and encouraging people to come there and enjoy a chat from there.  
 
So we also need a... definitely an opportunity to present problems. So, finding a way  that 
people could do that, not just having to come up with the answers but trying to push them 
in that space as well, as they present a problem, and they thought about why is it a 
problem, and how can we find some of those answers. 
 
Data availability thought this core as well. So, I think it’s freely accessible and actually 
makes sense. So, having a level of analysis of that data to help people use it.  



 
Taking the next step, finding an investment strategy was really important, to say how we 
are getting money in so [that] there's a long-term sustainable approach, that... How we 
actually can have...  tag that to great ideas to make things happen.  
 
So, an increase in being comfortable with risk, and that obviously leads straight back to that 
bravery. We need to be... we need to be brave, need to embrace risks. We need to be 
comfortable to actually make a real change. So challenge the current processes, be willing 
to take pilots, be happy with level of failure so [that] you can get the learnings, so [that] you 
can improve, so [that] you can actually get the success, and have those success stories. 
 
Before [that], partnerships are definitely key. So work out who those partners, are how 
we're gonna reach out to them, and bringing them on a journey with us. Some of the 
activities we have, obviously, activations at events, ways to bring people together. So, it 
needs to be topic specific where you can, as well 
So, bring them [together] around something they're interested [in], and they can see there's 
something in it for them, that's really important. So, it's making the connections as 
opposed... as the outcome in that space. 
 
So we spoke about the outreach models and some of those are mentioned in the strategy 
already. So that's like that we mentioned, the beer and coffee truck. Again, we thought that 
was a good idea. But it also means how council can do things differently, as well. So 
working with community, open doors, actually working outside the office with people. So 
working out how we can go to them and actually have that discussion, and not trying to 
bring people to us. So just having that collaborative thinking and broader perspective in 
there, obviously, the events that are mentioned here. 
 
Activations, that's a big part of increasing people learning and getting that connection and 
engagement there as well. Resources and benefits. So we want to get some really good runs 
on the board. We would need a level of investment, and we do need to be comfortable with 
that level of risk that goes along with that, too. Other resources, again, referring back to 
data and a system, to a way to collect, collate and provide access to that information...  
 
We had, yeah, we need a partnership and that's drawing on resources across community, 
business and council to actually have a sustainable model. Leveraging diversity and that's 
obviously coming back to that difference, that's where that's come out of as well. 
 
So we are all different, whether it be culturally, linguistically, age, sex, whatever, just 
embracing that to make the most out of it. 



 
So, that flagship, again, like we're gonna have a hub, something that we could hang a hat on. 
Just work out how we make that happen. Governance. So, we thought we need to bring 
together stakeholders... Please tell me if i'm going too long... 
 
Moderator: Here we do have to wrap up, yes...We do have some feedback time...  
 
Very good, yeah, okay. Governance – at the high level, we thought we need to bring together 
a range of stakeholders. Can’t be run by council, it actually needs those key players to be 
involved in that... Governance structure needs a bit of a little flexibility, [to] be agile and 
supportive, as well about being outcomes-focused. 
 
Success is the level of engagement, the solutions that we come up with, being able to tell 
success stories, being award-winning, having people coming to us to learn from us of how 
we're being innovative is pretty important. Right now we see ourselves behind the eight 
ball. We want people to be coming to us to find out how we do it. That's probably the main 
thing to ... get some feedback. 
 
Participant in audience: Love innovation bus, love the vision statement... Can you repeat? 
 
A brave city embracing difference to make a difference. 
 
Moderator: Great, thank you. The first one is usually the hardest! So, we might go 
counterclockwise. And the subsequent groups if you want to especially stress highlights as 
well as the points of difference to the first one so that we kind of build on top of these 
presentations as well. So maybe we'll go to the one here... 
 
 

Table 2 
Table2_P1: Alright, so, talking about bringing people together, people and place together 
in Logan to share life ideas and experiences for betterment. 
 
So, the key part of what we're looking at is a connectedness. So connection is our... was the 
key term throughout everything we were doing, moving people from isolation to 
connection. That if we have genuine connection, not just digitally but face-to-face, then 
ideas are going to come from the grassroots up. And so the rest of it was then about 
working out how to empower grassroots and how to get the grassroots to not expect 
council to do everything, for those two to work together into one community. 



 
So terms like collaboration, communication, freedom, respect, celebration, trust, sharing, 
decreasing fear, openness, new ideas. All that sort of stuff was part of our principles. 
 
Strategy being grassroots ideas drive facilitated empowerment from... from council and 
other community leadership groups. Using project reference groups and idea places at a 
real local community level, at whatever, from a hub level where community is meeting 
together. Could be around an idea or it could just be because the community is meeting 
together, however that happens. But personal connection is  an opportunity for ideas to be 
surfaced and processed. So, the community is coming with ideas and then connecting with 
council. 
 
Ok, so, how do we make this happen together... 
 
Table2_P2: Just in relation to the fear side of things... Like, we always find that if we've got 
an issue or something like that you've got a fear with a faceless person. 
So the main thing with these hubs is bringing these people together with these initial ideas 
so they've got a sense of comfort, and they're able to  express and develop that idea or 
situation or problem that they've actually got. So we certainly didn't want to see that 
happening on a digital platform or anything at all like that. It has to come in at a behavioral 
and a personal front side of things first... First of all. 
 
So, we're talking about personal connection to real small community level of a suburb or of 
a small group of people as well as of a digital connection right across the one, where digital 
data is being fed to a portal personalised dashboard for people on their interest in the 
community. 
 
So, as a resident of Logan effectively you're signing up as a member of Logan and and as 
that digital portal you've got access then – you've got situational awareness instantly as to 
what's happening in Logan – events community and that. And then, when we talk analytics 
and data, that portal itself is personalizable as well. So as far as tiles and information that 
kind... I can still personalize and choose what I wish to do, but then that data, then, is then 
relevant. So, and, it's driven by a community but information that's coming up, so, a bunch 
of... Whether the new ideas are coming digitally from a household, or an individual, or 
whether they're coming into a face-to-face meeting within a community hub, or a 
community centre type situation... That would then go through a process of engaging 
community specialists, council and everything to process, and process it through to that 
fulfillment at a local level. So, trying to engage with local people being part of their own 
solution, and owning the solutions to their own issues. And at the hubs, they've got that 



opportunity to physically own, develop their ideas and their creations. They've got the 
reference group [that] can be brought in around those ideas and solutions to help support 
them, you know. They've made connections with other people. And then some of that is 
also fed up digitally, so it can be tested in the actual marketplace that importantly, also, so 
it's trackable, too, so [that] you can see the progress and then the eventual success of it. 
 
Table2_P2: So, you... like the idea of open data on ideas. So. there's... An idea comes, 
whether it's a face-to-face meeting at a local centre or it's been lodged to an email or other 
form. That it's, from that moment it's lodged digitally. Others can contribute to it, see it, see 
its progress, see its development and all the interactions it's had as it's being worked 
towards the solution. So people are constantly contributing to it, and we're trying to get the 
best ideas out of local communities. That's probably the majors of it 
 
Participant in audience: I had a question about the data piece just about the dashboard but 
also data in general. I love my dashboards in the car but that's a particular, and there's other 
types that don't necessarily see the story of the narrative in the data if it's presented in 
numerical ways. What are your thoughts or did you discuss any other ways to tell stories to 
those that are not data driven or that are not really excited as much as those that are data 
scientists? 
 
Table2_P2: We love that word, story, so again, you've got it digitally but there's also, like, 
where you can actually, you've got support and that's available tell your story as well 
physically, you know. You've got events, effectively, where you can go to and present your 
case situationally or... Either, for parts of the community that aren't technologically 
enabled, you know, they're still print media. You fall back to some of those old old ways of 
communication. 
 
Participant in audience: Artists theatre, creative means, does that feature in there?  
 
Table2_P2: [It] [w]asn't in our... but it is now.  It is now. It was all about communication 
and that connection. So personal connection, really,  that connection. So, personal 
connection and that, by just creating personal connection, we're giving opportunity for new 
information to be added in a personal way. So it's not dependent on technology but 
technology supports personal connection at a local community [level]. 
 
Participant in audience: That idea of personal connection would be a brilliant opportunity for 
the individuals in the community to share their stories ,also having the champions of the 
community. Because people relate so well not when it's council telling them what to do but 
when it’s your own people sharing their own stories if you're not driven in... 



 
Is it possible that you call it a community hub and presently in our cities they call it a 
neighbourhood community centre. That they just probably need that there is actual physical 
infrastructure there but maybe they need to change what they do. There are only certain 
parts of the community that use these centres and that it is, given a broader agreement, 
leveraging what's currently available strategically placed across the city at looking at how 
you can make it catch up to these ideas. 
 
Participant in audience: I'm interested in the community and cultural data as narrative and 
part of that might be... and to what end do you harvest it in terms of... We know that it's 
valuable in its own right as a perhaps an intergenerational process or something or telling 
stories but to what extent might the energy in the data in the narrative be used to further the 
economy as well... So there's a whole thing about content branding narrative branding that is 
usually these days produced by professionals rather than authentic community. So I'm just 
interested in those two ends of the narrative spectrum... 
 

Table 1 
Table1_P1: Okay, well, this follows on... I guess there's a relation between these two. I 
guess, what we started by recognising is, like, Logan has a huge multicultural base. Lots of 
people have skills, they can't realise their skills ‘cos their qualifications might not transfer 
from overseas into Logan. Plus, there's a bunch of infrastructure around, and it's a whole 
bunch of different groups.  
 
So, the idea that we kind of the overarching idea that we came up with was basically what 
the question was over there. [It] [w]as to take existing hubs, the existing community groups 
and things [that] already exist in terms of infrastructure and groups and then allow those 
groups then to expand to incorporate people who need that extra support, right.  
 
So, the vision here is Logan a place where people belong, place they aspire to be, 
uncovering latent potential and local residents young and old linking skills and unleashing 
potential through the provision of hubs and shared spaces that offer opportunities and 
support, where the community embraces rather than fears change. 
 
And there's another thing that came up as well. It’s about.. it's a large change in terms of 
skill set needed, and in terms of what people will be doing for a job going into the future. 
 
So the whole idea behind this was to basically take infrastructure, take governance models 
– for example, like, community groups already have governance models; they know how to 



spend money; they know how to fight corruption within them – and and then allow them to 
kind of reach out to people who are on the outside, and allow those people to come in and 
then do the new kind of work with them. 
 
The way we were thinking about our principles – we had all the usual things that people 
have said, which is, you know, welcoming and respectful environment, access over 
ownership, transparency, [to] liberate open source ideals, accessibility, these kind of things 
you wanna have in there. But with the strategy, we kind of... were thinking of doing things 
like engaging with businesses that have spare space that they can offer out to people to be 
used – things like libraries. it's very hard, for example, for a two day event or something to 
use a library because it's gonna shut at 8 o'clock at night and you'll have to take all your 
stuff out and get a forty minute window. 
 
So it's about challenging the way community assets are managed so that you can make and 
augment them to do new things. We're talking about activities, about identifying spaces, 
identifying contributors, existing groups in ways they can be augmented [by] 
understanding how the space is being used, for example. 
 
If you have a place you, for example, you want to build an innovation hubs somewhere and 
that space is being used by people for,let's say, arts and crafts, rather than to ship everyone 
out of the area and then rebuild something from scratch basically look at how you can 
augment the space at a time so you get a bit of a melt. Because the existing kind of 
continuity that's there is actually what's most valuable in the area. 
 
That's our little diagram here. We have our hubs we, have our people sitting out here on 
the outside who share common interests, and then we're finding ways to kind of expand 
that, how to, kind of, include these people 
 
In terms of metrics and evaluation there's long term ones you could go for, like new 
businesses and products and stuff but this is over a large period of time. What we were 
thinking of in the first place was [that] you could just measure things about, like, how much 
spaces are being used as compared to how they were being used before, and how people in 
those spaces are reacting to the new people coming into the spaces.  
 
One of the metrics we spoke about in a short term would be something about 
non-conventional interactions. So for example, if you got a space that is for a bunch of 
people who are doing, let's say, <unintelligible> work and they are used to do, let's say, 
fundraising as a main output to the community. Then you are going to bring a bunch of, say, 
techie people there. Then that's an unconventional interaction. So in the short term you can 



measure the number of non-conventional interactions and it would be a way to measure 
hub growth ‘cos things like jobs and business is something that is too far in the future to 
justify within a 6 month period why you're doing what you're doing. 
 
So, the long term is basically not to have a central hub but to actually take advantage of all 
the other stuff that's there, all the governance models, all the funding... For anyone here 
that's done community work... Getting a bank account together and being able to write 
invoices for some of the sponsorships is a massive wall to climb. If you wanna start doing 
something more, you need to be able to join with an existing group. 
 
Moderator: I think the commons-based infrastructure is a really interesting point because this 
is present also for instance at Participatory City UK. They talk about things like insurance 
for instance, that it's really risky for me as an individual to take an insurance 
but if we have an insurance... a community insurance and everyone can tap into that, it 
actually enables people, it reduces the barriers. I think this is really 
well-reflected in what you just said and it's a really good component. I’m really I'm happy to 
see that. 
 
 

Table 5 
Table5_P1: <Researcher> mentioned earlier that this is about co-designing co-design 
culture for co-design. It's about keeping the ball rolling so we had a broad league 
conversation top to bottom not the walls or ceilings of everything and then at some point it 
drops that we needed to provide safe space we needed places where we feel comfortable to 
be ourselves to be authentic and to stand in front of a bunch of people being not quite sure 
what is it that i'm about to say so this is this is what we need I love what <Table2_P2> said 
and what <Table2_P2> started over here. And that is we already have their facilities, 
they've already got community centres, we've already got the buildings but the culture 
needs an upgrade. We need to understand the deeper principles of how we create radically 
open, deeply inviting, safe places for us to come together and share our own, personal, 
unique perspective on how to have better places, better futures, better possibilities 
together. 
 
So we started with the vision and actually let's go with <Table5_P2>’s, I think it was a good 
one... If I can find it... Something like tell a better story, be awesome because if you're 
awesome you tell a better story. Everyone wants to have a part of that. 
 



Listen, so shift from telling people that this is their project, that this is about them. Shift 
from telling them anything to listening. Notice the energy in the room. 
 
This is... Smile! Okay. So, these are the people that ... the energy… they are ready, they're the 
same way that the facilities are ready. They're the projects that want to happen, [that] are 
already there, embedded in these people. So listen. Listen to what's already there and then 
amplify. Turn up the volume and start to celebrate it. 
Pull out those local heroes, put them in a showcase in the public space, supportive. It is safe 
now to tell their unique story and then help them to gather the people that they need to 
bring together to make that into the project. And then celebrate the project. So once that's 
done celebrate that and they encourage someone else to step up and then you got yourself 
a conveyor belt. 
 
Yeah, so, small projects. Small projects, small budgets, rapid-cycle, low-risk. This is the way 
activation is done. We can do this in our local communities with local people in the same 
way that startups are doing all the time. We don't need much to get started. 
 
So, strategies. We decided that there was a sort of a pipeline that looks something like start 
with an invitation through a process of listening, learn to discover what's already there, 
create the space for it to happen or dust all the spaces we already have, offer the resources, 
offer the support. Formulation of projects that follow this process of support, offer 
structure, and then offer follow-through. 
 
It's about finding the right people in the right place with an emergent shared purpose and 
then just creating a space where they can empower themselves, just to give permission.  
 
Participants in the room: Yeah!  
 
There was a term that came up for us – enthusiastic permission is what council is about, 
yeah. Yeah, so, enthusiastic permission. You know, council is in the business of permissions 
or not, yeah. And so often it's there or not. That pulls the energy out of a processes... So, 
enthusiastic permission, love what is already happening and find ways to help it to be 
rather than to get in the road of it. And I think that came from governance itself.  
 
So how do you implement that? Well, you do it by starting and that's the problem because 
gigs like this, talk fests like this don't actually start. They just get the energy levels up so 
when you have these spikes, the summits that we all used to go into. That's right, I say this 
works, it's working now, we're excited. We want to get on with it but it's the dead flat line 
between the peaks, it’s the bottom. So how do you create that pulse, yeah? That's a cultural 



question. How many of us [have] already started promoting what's happening in this 
room? 
 
How many are using social media to celebrate the fact that council's on board? They're part 
of the team. They're not the problem, they're actually a part … And they're not also the 
solution either. They're just part of a family of possibility. 
 
Participants in the room: Yeah!  
 
This is about us. How do you make it happen? You make it happen with one project in one 
place yet specific. This is just the pilot, we don't have to save the world, we don't have to 
save Logan. We just need to find one spot where it's already happening, bring together 
people that want to be part of that, invite them into a circle microcosm of decision makers 
and do one small thing quickly. 
 
So, how do you know in terms of evaluation how do you know if it's working? It feels good. 
It feels freaking awesome to be there when a place is working, when a space is activated. 
We don't have to ask if it's working, we know if it's working it feels awesome to be there. So 
it's fun to be there. There's festivals, there's stories being told that are actually worth 
telling, people start to notice what an awesome place it is. And as they start telling the great 
stories about us as well money starts rolling through the till. It just happens, we don't have 
to focus on that. That's a byproduct. All the awesomeness, it's going on so that's pretty 
much it.  
 
In terms of the evaluation, well, the whole thing is actually the evaluation pipeline, you 
know. We start off people are ready doing it we help them take one step up and they help 
the guy behind them and next thing you know you've got a shotgun to the stars yeah we've 
got a moment we have started the momentum yeah well that's why...Maintaining the spirit, 
you know, this is what we're talking about.  
 
Participant in audience: I really like you made a point of saying to celebrate things that have 
been done. 
Yeah, I think that's totally important. Events come, events go. Celebrating when you achieve 
things is just as viable is actually doing the things in the first place. 
 
Moderator: All right, now final group. I'm actually quite excited about this one because of a 
vehicle that is actually challenging our assumptions of the need for a hub or even just a space. 
So much more about a pitch that is about brokerage and intermediation. 
 



Table 4 
<Table4_P1>: We spent a lot of time talking about the strengths of Logan and how we can 
work with that and we decided that our vision was capitalising on diversity which <council 
partner>, thank you, decided to say – our diversity is our greatest asset, connecting us to 
the past, present and future across the world. But we wanted to have capitalise in there 
because we want our community to make money here. 
 
We talked a lot about the positive things that we have – our youthfulness, the fact that 
there's digital natives, that our diversity is landscape, cultural, age, and how do we take 
advantage of that.  
 
Our principles – we spent a lot of time on our principles. I think we'd still be working on 
them again... Our principles are create, grow and nurture. We want to clearly articulate how 
we value-add, we want a commitment to diversity. 
 
We spent a lot of talk about learning, education. We want to inform, we want to 
knowledge-share, we want to have learnings. So want do we learn from all of that? Our 
strategy is to make visible, celebrate, and embrace our diversity.  
 
The whole thing is mostly conceptual. We don't want a thing, we don't want a hub. We 
don't want a platform. We don't want a thing.. 
 
When <Table4_P2> accidentally scribbled something out I said ‘Oh you've drawn a bee!’ 
That's great because it conceptualises what we want... It was a working bee...  
 
Participants in the room: *Laughter* 
 
But it's something that is highly energetic, goes around, pollinates, finds information – 
whether it's from an ethnographic point of view, an eco-diverse point of view... It can be a 
person, it can be a group of people... that acts like a bee, cross-pollinating, making 
connections, and making more of what there is. So, it's like a catalyst. 
 
In terms of implementation, brokerage will be really important in that it won't necessarily 
be one-person but bringing people together, using that bee, that catalyst to make things 
happen. 
 
The benefits will be social cultural and economic. And the governance we've talked about 
having a citizens management committee which is not council but community-led. 



 
In terms of the evaluation – <Table4_P2>, you have to explain this… 
 
<Table4_P2>: Well, in my working methodology the evaluation comes out of the 
aspirations. Well-trodden, well-identified qualities and characteristics of a community, the 
age demographic, the multicultural demographic, the diaspora, the fact that when... the 
economic strategy of council. If you group together those occupations which live in a digital 
environment or technology or knowledge-based they're actually the biggest employer. 
  
When I looked at it I said, the expression of the economic development plan, that these 
councils look at is a bit low-key. It looks a bit conventional, which led to a conceptual 
rethink of how councils think of themselves. The age demographic, the diasporic 
demographic, and, if you like, the working class demographic is actually an asset.  
 
So how do you take those community cultural activities, and community cultural data, and 
narratives [that] we were talking about and redeploy them, repurpose them as economic 
drivers? And that was what i think not as specific conceptually but was conceptually kind of 
what it had in [mind] in a way.  
I'm trained as a visual artist, and one of the things that we work out is the negative space 
between things. So, if you have the various elements, the various economics, roads, rubbish 
and rates, what's the space between them? So, I guess, that's the space in between. We 
wanted to do something that's embedded underneath that all, so when the project got up 
that sense of connectivity remained. Narratives and actually doing stuff. 
 
We talked about a suite of demonstrators, a suite of demonstrator projects that would 
illustrate the paradigm to the doubters. Because not just they buy into this, the rationalists 
in the other hemisphere are not going to play into it if you cannot demonstrate it. So the 
first thing to do is to develop a suite or a few sets of demonstration projects that show that 
socially engaged activity of the kind we were talking about can be explicitly designed not 
only as an economic outcome as a byproduct, but can be designed towards an economic 
outcome in the digital age. 
 
Participant in audience: Think about the human network of the connectivity not just in terms 
of spatial or technical or data elements but in terms of the intermediation, the brokerage... 
 


